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Ticker Close Prev Close Per Chg 13WEMA Short Term Tag 34WEMA Long Term 
Tag 

Long Term 
% Differ-

ence 

BANKNIFTY 34161.6 35496.65 -3.76 33336.46 BULLISH 29876.29 BULLISH 14.34 

BANKNIFTY-I 34205.6 35522.1 -3.71 33380.16 BULLISH 29910.01 BULLISH 14.36 

FINNIFTY 15985.35 16506.35 -3.16 15711.15 BULLISH 14228.32 BULLISH 12.35 

INDIAVIX 19.99 21.71 -7.92 22.63 BEARISH 22.84 BEARISH -12.48 

NIFTY 14744 15030.95 -1.91 14413.29 BULLISH 13275.36 BULLISH 11.06 

Nifty 100 14847.25 15140.15 -1.93 14528.1 BULLISH 13395.12 BULLISH 10.84 

Nifty 200 7678.5 7839.75 -2.06 7492.99 BULLISH 6887.66 BULLISH 11.48 

Nifty 500 12314.5 12593.9 -2.22 11984.37 BULLISH 10984.78 BULLISH 12.11 

NIFTY Alpha 50 22161.7 22517.8 -1.58 20924.13 BULLISH 18774.88 BULLISH 18.04 

Nifty Auto 10186.5 10383.9 -1.9 10057.95 BULLISH 9138.87 BULLISH 11.46 

Nifty CPSE 1838 1890.05 -2.75 1747.68 BULLISH 1630.66 BULLISH 12.72 

Nifty Commodities 4435.15 4469.1 -0.76 4128.74 BULLISH 3731.53 BULLISH 18.86 

Nifty Consumption 5916.8 5910.45 0.11 5881.27 BULLISH 5573.86 BULLISH 6.15 

Nifty Div Opps 50 3056.85 3071.95 -0.49 2955.6 BULLISH 2750.63 BULLISH 11.13 

Nifty Energy 18985.4 19318.3 -1.72 18047.08 BULLISH 16790.19 BULLISH 13.07 

Nifty FMCG 34028.35 33068.5 2.9 33380.56 BULLISH 32361.87 BULLISH 5.15 

Nifty GrowSect 15 7071.3 7182.45 -1.55 7020.93 BULLISH 6522.04 BULLISH 8.42 

Nifty Mid Liq 15 5691.05 5886.25 -3.32 5571.54 BULLISH 4970.6 BULLISH 14.49 

NIFTY MIDCAP 100 23412.75 24115.6 -2.91 22401.53 BULLISH 20130.29 BULLISH 16.31 

NIFTY MIDCAP 150 8857.3 9144.4 -3.14 8466.89 BULLISH 7608.68 BULLISH 16.41 

NIFTY MIDSML 400 8176.3 8455.55 -3.3 7792.13 BULLISH 6978.4 BULLISH 17.17 

Nifty MNC 15916.6 16131.55 -1.33 15827.49 BULLISH 15085.26 BULLISH 5.51 

Nifty Media 1653.95 1715.2 -3.57 1667.41 BEARISH 1604.59 BULLISH 3.08 

Nifty Metal 3832.5 3840.2 -0.2 3509.8 BULLISH 3055.11 BULLISH 25.45 

Nifty Midcap 50 6753.25 6964.75 -3.04 6462.8 BULLISH 5729.24 BULLISH 17.87 

Nifty Next 50 34075.85 34808.95 -2.11 33555.65 BULLISH 31147 BULLISH 9.4 

Nifty PSU Bank 2187.5 2311.9 -5.38 2106.42 BULLISH 1859.38 BULLISH 17.65 

Nifty Pharma 11667.1 12184.25 -4.24 12260.74 BEARISH 11791.07 BEARISH -1.05 

Nifty Pvt Bank 18305.8 19033.9 -3.83 17977.09 BULLISH 16259.23 BULLISH 12.59 

Nifty Realty 329.05 349.35 -5.81 327.56 BULLISH 289.57 BULLISH 13.63 

NIFTY SMLCAP 100 8206.9 8482.9 -3.25 7718.19 BULLISH 6836.15 BULLISH 20.05 

Nifty Serv Sector 20703.75 21249.95 -2.57 20289.46 BULLISH 18453.98 BULLISH 12.19 

NIFTY-I 14756.45 15051.4 -1.96 14433.08 BULLISH 13290.49 BULLISH 11.03 

NIFTY100 EQL Wgt 16866.75 17203.5 -1.96 16366.48 BULLISH 14951.23 BULLISH 12.81 

NIFTY100 LowVol30 11169.85 11333.3 -1.44 11033.18 BULLISH 10315.96 BULLISH 8.28 

NIFTY100 Qualty30 3325.35 3361.4 -1.07 3297.04 BULLISH 3081.8 BULLISH 7.9 

NIFTY200 QUALTY30 12215.1 12328.85 -0.92 12159.41 BULLISH 11436.95 BULLISH 6.8 

NIFTY50 EQL Wgt 16000.55 16290.9 -1.78 15433.95 BULLISH 14003.52 BULLISH 14.26 

Nifty50 Value 20 7395.2 7410.35 -0.2 7104.04 BULLISH 6514.57 BULLISH 13.52 

NIFTYINFRA 4131.5 4232.35 -2.38 3971.89 BULLISH 3636.71 BULLISH 13.61 

NIFTYIT 25562.75 25888.25 -1.26 24883.59 BULLISH 22493.62 BULLISH 13.64 
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Inference & Expectations    

 NIFTY FMCG has been moving higher 

after bouncing off from the support 

cluster level. 

 The Long term charts show that the 

trend of the index continues to remain 

bullish, The medium and the short term 

charts show that the index is moving 

higher after a correction. 

 Looking at the price action and the 

technical parameters, we expect the N 

IFTY FMCG Index to move higher and 

test the 34978-35330 mark. 

 If the index sustains above the 35330 

mark, we can expect the index to move 

higher and test the 36040 levels and 

37055. 

 Our view will be negated if the index 

move below the 32312. If the prices 

sustain below the 32312 we might see 

further correction in the index till 30400 

mark. 
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BULLISH VIEW 22nd, March 2021 

Observation   

 On the monthly time frame we can see that the NIFTY FMCG has been 

forming a higher top high bottom pattern since April 2020.  

 On the weekly time frame we can see the prices forming a higher high 

higher low for the past 4 weeks after bouncing off from the support 

cluster. 

 In the week that passed by the index gained momentum and ended 

the week with a gain of 2.9% and strongly outperformed the Nifty. 

 On the indicator front the RSI plotted on the long medium and the 

short time frame can be seen rising and sustaining above 55 mark, 

indicating the presence of bullish momentum in the prices.  

 The long term moving averages on the daily time frame are as follows 

50 Day SMA (33787), 100 Day SMA (33013) and 200 Day SMA 

(31723). Currently the index is placed above all the long term moving 

averages.  

 The key technical levels to watch for  on the upside are 34978-35330 (Recent 

swing high and 50% extension level of the rise from 28969-34978 projected form 

32329) and 36040 (61.8% extension level of the rise from 28969-34978 projected 

form 32329) and eventually towards 37055 (78.6% extension level of the rise 

from 28969-34978 projected form 32329) 

 On the downside the 32312 (Recent swing low) is the key level to watch for, If the 

prices manage to move below this level we might see the index move lower to-

wards the 30500 (Multiple touch point level). 

 NIFTY FMCG: 34028 weekly change (2.9%) 
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Inference & Expectations    

 The NIFTY REALTY for the past 2 weeks 

has been forming a lower low lower 

high pattern and  moving lower.  

 The long term charts show the long 

term up trend of the index remains 

intact, However the medium and the 

short term trend of the index shows 

that we might be in a corrective phase. 

 Looking the candle pattern and the 

technical indicators, we believe that the  

NIFTY REALTY Index prices might move 

lower. 

 Going ahead we expect the prices to 

move lower towards the 317 mark fol-

lowed by 304-301 levels. 

 If the prices break above the 344 we 

can safely assume that the corrective 

phase has come to an end and the 

prices will continue to move higher and 

test the 365 mark on the upside. 

Observation 

 NIFTY REALTY on the monthly time frame continues to maintain the 

higher high higher low pattern since April 2020. 

 On the weekly time frame we can see that the index faced rejection 

near the 370 mark and has been moving for the past 2 weeks.  

 In the last week, the index tested a fresh 6 week low, and ended 

the with a loss of  (-5.81%). 

 The ADX plotted on the weekly time frame can be seen moving low-

er as the prices fall, indicating lack of strength in the down move. 

 On the daily time frame we can see the prices broke the double top 

neckline on Thursday and moved lower. 

 The long term moving averages on the daily time frame are as fol-

lows 50 Day SMA (340), 100 Day SMA (305) and 200 Day SMA 

(258). Currently the prices are placed below the 20 Day SMA but 

remain above the 100 and the 200 Day Moving average which 

shows Up trend has turned to weaken. 

 Going ahead the key levels to watch for on the downside are 317 

(weekly low), followed by 304-301(support cluster). 

 The crucial resistance is placed at 344 (Multiple touch point level) 

followed by 365 (Recent swing high).  
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MEDIUM TERM VIEW 

NIFTY REALTY: 329.05 weekly change (-5.81%) 

CORRECTIVE PHASE 22nd, March 2021 
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